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Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and 
cloud-enabled software systems 
are flexible, agile, configurable, 
continuously updated, quick to 
implement, available anywhere and 
anytime, and highly scalable. 
These characteristics make SaaS and cloud-enabled solutions 
critical components of any organization’s digital transformation (DX) 
strategy, but the process of selecting and implementing the right 
solution can be daunting.

Use this checklist to guide your organization through the entire 
process, from selection to ROI measurement.
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c    Ask for references and use-case examples from your specific industry segment. A vendor that can 
meet your needs is one that understand your needs. 

c    Run a pilot or proof of concept to identify otherwise hidden issues. You don’t want to uncover major 
problems after purchase and implementation.

c    Negotiate the price of support as much as the price of the core SaaS service itself. It is a buyer’s 
market, so do not be afraid to negotiate. 

c    Be prepared to contribute a significant effort to configuring the solution to your needs. SaaS 
and cloud-enabled products can’t be customized like on-premises software, but can be heavily 
configured, and users can add “extensions.” 

c    Use your SaaS and cloud-enabled vendor’s Customer Success Manager (CSM) as much as you can, 
assuming your vendor has one. A good CSM will act as the voice of the customer in the organization, 
smoothing out problems, explaining the SaaS vendor’s product roadmap, and helping the client plan 
for the future. 

c    Get the right business stakeholders involved as early in the process as possible and keep them 
in the loop. Since implementing SaaS and cloud solutions might require changes to your business 
processes, it is vital to work with the people who will use the product and be affected by it in the 
planning and design phases. 

Selecting Your SaaS or Cloud-Enabled Solution

Implementing Your SaaS or Cloud-Enabled Solution
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c    Know that new SaaS releases may require extensive regression testing to ensure that the new features 
don’t conflict with other software in the corporate IT portfolio.

c    Make sure that your implementation partner trains your staff and leaves you all the documentation and 
best practices you need to run the software without them. Managing the software on a continual basis will 
require training and post-implementation support tools. 

c    Push for clear ‘roadmap’ information from your provider on the functionality and the timing of new features 
in future releases. Try to stay informed of the flow of features by getting your SaaS vendor’s account 
manager to run through the functionality roadmap at least once a quarter.

c    Identify what “positive business impact” means for your organization. Your DX strategy must outline 
what impact your organization is looking for – and how to measure it. 

c    Learn from your chosen technology vendor and the community already using the product. User 
groups, special interest groups and peer-to-peer networks can be highly useful for cloud adopters in 
line-of-business as well as IT, and can supplement vendor-supplied information. 

c    Use automated testing services to free up IT professionals’ time. Testing cloud software is important, 
but it is also time and energy-consuming. Automated testing services and tools from your cloud 
vendor’s partner ecosystem can free your IT team from a slow, quarterly update process.

Managing Post-Implementation of Your SaaS 
or Cloud-Enabled Solution

Measuring the Business Impact of SaaS and 
Cloud-Enabled Solutions
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Learn more about IDC’s SaaS and Cloud-Enabled Technology Perspectives 
documents here: http://bit.ly/SaaS_DX. Explore IDC’s blog for news and analysis 
on the latest technologies, business strategies and trends shaping the evolution 
of the 3rd Platform: https://blogs.idc.com.

Transforming your organization’s digital 
strategy is a massive undertaking. 
SaaS and cloud-enabled technologies are powerful tools to modernize your organization 
and can provide serious business benefits, from improved efficiencies through better 
business outcomes. 

The process to choosing, implementing, and managing these vendor partners can be 
complex, but a successful partnership will help your organization create processes to better 
deliver products, services, and experiences to its stakeholders.

When embarking on a process like this, it helps to have the experts’ advice. Use IDC’s 
Market Perspective research to gain insight into best practices that end users should employ 
with these technologies, from vendor selection through implementation and beyond. 
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